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Abstract—Recently, dual-polarized antenna has attracted strong
attention in Millimeter wave (mmWave) systems. It provides an
additional degree-of-freedom in wireless communication, yielding
higher throughput. Nowadays, with the development of antenna
technology, dual-polarized large scale antenna arrays can be real-
ized inexpensively. However, several challenges must be addressed
when using dual-polarized antennas in practical transmission such
as mobile phone rotation and non-ideal polarization isolation. We
address these challenges in the frame of dual-polarized hybrid
beamformers. In this paper, we analyze the performance of dual-
polarized beamforming based on two popular techniques: Beam
steering and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit. Three categories of
dual-polarized beam steering are analyzed : (1) same ray : the
two polarizations are sent on the same ray, (2) different ray - same
polarization : the two polarizations are sent on different pathes,
and the receiver uses the same polarization as the emitter, (3)
different ray - different polarization : the receiver uses the orthogonal
polarization w.r.t. the emitter. An algorithm to choose the rays and
polarizations to use, taking the mobile rotation into account, is also
developed. Moreover, we develop a hybrid beamforming algorithm
inspired by Orthogonal Matching Pursuit that approaches the fully
digital beamforming data-rate and outperforms beam steering. Its
developed version - Orthogonal based Matching Pursuit - is also
introduced to reduce the computational complexity and overcome
the unavailability of the Angle of Arrival.

Index Terms—MIMO communication, hybrid beamforming,
beam steering, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, dual-polarized an-
tenna, large scale antenna array, mobile communication, mobile
rotation, polarization leakage

I. INTRODUCTION

MmWave communication is a very promising candidate tech-
nology for the fifth-generation (5G) wireless cellular technology
[1]. It enables gigabit data-rate transmission [2] by taking
advantage of the large bandwidth resource.

High attenuation in mmWave can be overcome by using
very large antenna arrays and implementing beamforming. In
the microwave channel, beamforming is usually implemented
digitally in baseband while each antenna is connected to one
RF chain. However, it is unpractical in mmWave with a large
number of antennas due to cost issues. Instead of using digital
beamforming, hybrid beamforming [3] has recently been more
attractive in mmWave. Hybrid beamforming combines both digi-
tal and analog beamforming, using phase-shifters and/or switches

at the RF layer [4]. Beam steering is one of the simplest forms
of hybrid beamforming [5]. There are some techniques which
can reach higher data rate than beam steering but require higher
computational complexity e.g. Spatially Sparse Precoding via
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit [6].

Dual-polarized antennas can also be added to the system to
extend the efficiency via polarization diversity or multiplexing
and to reduce the size of the antenna array. Beam steering for
dual-polarized antenna was developed in [7]. This algorithm
takes into account realistic impairments i.e. mobile rotation and
polarization leakage due to antenna depolarization and scattering
effects.

Firstly, in this paper, we analyze the data rate of beam steering
for dual-polarized on three categories:
• 2 polarized beams of each side are steered in the same path

(same ray beam steering).
• 2 polarized beams of each side are steered in different

pathes. Transmitted and received beams of each path are
co-polarized (different ray co-polarized beam steering).

• 2 polarized beams of each side are steered in different
pathes. Transmitted and received beams of each path are
cross-polarized (different ray cross-polarized beam steer-
ing).

Then, we introduce a new search algorithm that finds the
optimal path combination from only one category based on the
mobile rotation to reduce the computational complexity of beam
steering technique.

Secondly, because the data rate obtained from beam steering
is very limited in comparison with the the digital beamforming,
we develop a new hybrid beamforming for dual-polarized an-
tenna based on Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm.
This new algorithm exceeds the beam steering data rate and
approaches digital beamforming data rate. Its developed version -
Orthogonal based Matching Pursuit (OBMP) - is also introduced.
This technique has less computational complexity and does not
need the information of Angle of Arrival (AoD).

The following notations are used throughout this paper. A is
a matrix; a is a vector; AT , A∗ denote transpose and conjugate
transpose of A respectively; |A| and ‖A‖F are its determinant
and Frobenius norm; A⊗B is the Kronecker product of A and
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Fig. 1: System Block Diagram

B; expectation is noted by E[.], CN is the circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian distribution and h,v are respectively horizontal
and vertical polarization.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present the system model, the dual-
polarized mmWave MIMO channel with mobile rotation and
polarization leakage.

A. System Model

The dual polarized antenna system is modeled as in [7]
consisting of a base station with Nt dual polarized antennas and
a mobile station with Nr dual polarized antennas as shown in
Fig. 1. For simplicity, we consider a narrowband block-fading
channel such that the received signal is :

y =
[
yT

h yT
v

]T
=
√
ρHFpolFBBs + n, (1)

where s denotes the Ns transmitted symbols with E[ss∗] =
INs/Ns, H denotes the 2Nr × 2Nt dual polarized channel
matrix satisfying E

[
‖H‖2F

]
= 4NtNr. The 2Nt × Ns RF

precoder matrix, Fpol, contains both the horizontal precoder Fh

and the vertical precoder Fv such that Fpol =
[
FT

h FT
v

]T
.

The constraint when using phase-shifters for RF precoder is
‖Fpol(i, j)‖2 = 1

2Nt
. The baseband precoder FBB is a Ns ×Ns

matrix that satisfies ‖FBB‖2F = Ns, ρ is the average received
power and n is an i.i.d. CN (0, σ2

n) noise vector. After passing
through the RF chains and the phase-shifters at the receiver, we
obtain the processed received signal:

ỹ =
√
ρW∗

BBW∗
polHFpolFBBs + W∗

BBW∗
poln (2)

Similarly to the precoder, the RF combiner
Wpol =

[
WT

h WT
v

]T
is a Ns × 2Nr matrix with constraint

‖Wpol(i, j)‖2 = 1
2Nr

. WBB is the baseband combiner matrix
with dimension Ns × Ns and satisfies ‖WBB‖2F = Ns. When

Gaussian symbols are transmitted over the channel, the spectral
efficiency achieved is given by [6] :

R = log2

(∣∣∣INs + ρ

Ns
R−1n W∗

BBW∗
polHFpolFBB×

F∗BBF∗polH
∗WpolWBB

∣∣∣), (3)

where Rn = σ2
nW∗

BBW∗
polWpolWBB is the noise covariance

matrix after combining.

B. Dual-Polarized Channel Model including the effect of mobile
rotation

The dual-polarized channel (not including the effect of the
rotation of the mobile) Hpol is composed of 4 blocks Hhh,
Hhv, Hvh and Hvv corresponding to 4 matching polarizations
from receiver to transmitter respectively. The cross-polarization
leakage can be modeled by [7] ε = E [‖Hhv‖F ] /E [‖Hhh‖F ] =
E [‖Hvh‖F ] /E [‖Hvv‖F ], hence the polarization isolation is de-
fined as −10log10(ε

2).

Hpol =

[
Hhh Hhv
Hvh Hvv

]
(4)

The clustered channel model based on the extended Saleh
Valenzuela is commonly used in mmWave [5]–[7]. In a simple
way, each cluster is assumed to contribute a single propagation
path. With this model, Hpol can be expressed as follows :

Hpol =

√
NtNr

C

C∑
i=1

[
αhh(φti, φ

r
i ) αhv(θti , φ

r
i )

αvh(φti, θ
r
i ) αvv(θti , θ

r
i )

]
⊗ar(φ

r
i , θ

r
i )at(φ

t
i, θ

t
i)
∗,

(5)

where C denote the number of clusters, α is the complex
gain of the propagation path, ar(φ

r
i , θ

r
i ) and at(φ

t
i, θ

t
i) are the

receive and transmit array response vectors corresponding to the
appropriate angles of arrival and departure. A Uniform Planar
Array (UPA) is used in this work as it includes the beamforming
in both azimuth and elevation.

The path gain is usually modeled by a circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian distribution for omni-directional antennas. In
the dual polarized antenna array case, it also depends on the
angles (azimuth and elevation) of arrival and departure. It can
be written as :

αhh(φti, φ
r
i ) ∼ CN (0, σ2cos2(φti)cos2(φri ))

αhv(θti , φ
r
i ) ∼ CN (0, ε2σ2cos2(θti)cos2(φri ))

αvh(φti, θ
r
i ) ∼ CN (0, ε2σ2cos2(φti)cos2(θri ))

αvv(θti , θ
r
i ) ∼ CN (0, σ2cos2(θti)cos2(θri ))

(6)

The effect of the mobile rotation is modeled by a rotation
matrix, composed of 2 rotations. Firstly, the azimuth rotation
φ̃ around z-axis then secondly the elevation rotation θ̃ around
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newly constructed x̃-axis. From [7], we get the equivalent
channel model, which includes the mobile rotation as

H = (R⊗ INr )Hpol

=

[
cosθ̃cosφ̃INr sinθ̃INr

−sinθ̃cosφ̃INr cosθ̃INr

] [
Hhh Hhv
Hvh Hvv

]
(7)

To ignore the path loss effect, the channel model needs to
be normalized by adjusting σ in (6) to guarantee E

[
‖H‖2F

]
=

4NtNr.

III. BEAM STEERING FOR DUAL-POLARIZED ANTENNA

A. Conventional beam steering for dual-polarized antenna

From [7], considering the single stream transmission, maxi-
mizing the spectral efficiency (3) can be performed by choosing
the appropriate polarized beam steering path that maximizes the

effective channel gain
∣∣∣W∗

polHFpol

∣∣∣2 :

∣∣∣(cosθ̃cosφ̃αhh(p
h
t ) + sinθ̃αvh(p

h
t )
)
1(pht = phr )

+
(

cosθ̃cosφ̃αhv(p
v
t ) + sinθ̃αvv(p

v
t )
)
1(pvt = phr )

+
(
−sinθ̃cosφ̃αhh(p

h
t ) + cosθ̃αvh(p

h
t )
)
1(pht = pvr)

+
(
−sinθ̃cosφ̃αhv(p

v
t ) + cosθ̃αvv(p

v
t )
)
1(pvt = pvr)

∣∣∣2,
(8)

where pht is the horizontal polarized steering path from the
transmitter, similar explanation for phr , pvt , pvr . 1(a = b) is the
indicator function that equals 1 when the condition is satisfied
and 0 otherwise.

The total number of path combinations is (2C− 1)C and can
be classified into 3 categories (Fig. 2) as follows:

• Same path steering: 2 polarized-beams are steered in the
same path. The number of path combinations in this case
is C.

• Different path, co-polarized steering: we choose the first
path from all possible paths and its polarization. Then, we
choose the second path from the remaining paths and its
polarization which is different from the former polarization.
The number of possible combinations is C(C − 1).

• Different path, cross-polarized steering: the number of
possible combinations is also C(C − 1).

In [7], the authors use exhaustive search to find the best
combination of path from 3 categories. In the next section, we
propose a technique for finding the best combination of paths
in just one category based on mobile rotation in order to reduce
the computational complexity of the beam steering technique.

Fig. 2: 3 categories of path combinations in joint polarization
beamforming

B. Mobile rotation and choosing the most fitting category

In this section, we analyze the performance of three categories
of joint-polarization beamforming based on the mobile rotation.

The mobile rotation can be obtained by using a maximum
likelihood estimator (MLE) [7] or the mobile phone’s internal
sensor. This information can be used to predict the best category
to get the highest data-rate in the beam steering dual-polarized
beamforming. Hence, the set of path combinations shrinks to
only one category.

The effective channel gain of each category depends on the
rotation’s angle, which is illustrated in Fig. 3. In general, the
same ray category has better effective gain than two other
categories. However, it has a worse performance in some angles
e.g. at (π, π/2), different ray - cross polarization category has
higher data rate than same ray category.

To determine which category should be chosen for path search,
boundary of each category is constructed (Fig. 4). Each point
illustrates the category which has the highest effective gain
depending on mobile rotation. Boundary lines of categories are
created by using fitting curve technique with appropriate model
function. Boundary 1 and 2 are sinus function, boundary 3 and
4 are 4th order polynomial.
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Fig. 3: Effective channel gain of each category depends on
mobile rotation

Fig. 4: Category of the maximum effective channel gain depend-
ing on mobile rotation and its boundary

IV. HYBRID BEAMFORMING BASED ON ORTHOGONAL
MATCHING PURSUIT (OMP) FOR DUAL-POLARIZED

ANTENNA

Beam steering technique works well in the channel with
very few number of rays. Its performance reduce when the
number of rays increase [8]. In this section, we introduce a new

method for beamsteering technique for dual-polarized antenna
based on OMP algorithm. Its alternative version to reduce the
computational complexity - OBMP - is also proposed.

A. Hybrid beamforming using OMP and OBMP for omnidirec-
tional antenna

Instead of finding FRF and FBB that maximizes the spectral
efficiency, [8] proposes finding FRFFBB close to the optimal
precoder (or digital precoder). Then, the optimization prob-
lem change from argmax R to argmin ‖Fopt − FRFFBB‖F .
To reduce further the complexity, the basis vectors of FRF

can be chosen from the array response vectors at(φ
t
il, φ

r
il),

{(φtil, φril)|1 ≤ i ≤ Ncl, 1 ≤ l ≤ Nray} because of its satisfac-
tion for the FRF constraints.

The problem now is equivalent to a sparse recovery problem
which can be solved by a well-known OMP algorithm [9], [10].
The pseudo code is given in Algorithm 1. At is the array
response matrix. The algorithm can be summarised as follows.
The algorithm starts by projecting the the optimal precoder on
the array responses space. Then, the obtained maximum vector
at(φ

t
il, φ

r
il) will be appended to the RF precoder FRF . In the

next steps, the least squares solution of FBB is calculated and
the contribution of the selected vector is removed in order to find
other array response vector which has largest projection in the
”residual precoding matrix” Fres. The process continues until
all NRF

t beamforming vector have been selected.

Algorithm 1 Hybrid beamforming using OMP for omnidirec-
tional antenna
Requires: Fopt obtained by SVD

1: FRF = Empty Matrix
2: Fres = Fopt

3: for i ≤ NRF
t do

4: Ψ = A∗tFres

5: k = argmaxl=1,...,NclNray (ΨΨ∗)l,l
6: FRF = [FRF | At k]
7: FBB = (F∗RFFRF )

−1F∗RFFopt

8: Fres =
Fopt−FRFFBB
‖Fopt−FRFFBB‖F

9: FBB =
√
Ns

FBB
‖FRFFBB‖F

10: return FRF , FBB

In [8], for omnidirectional antenna array system, the data rate
of hybrid beamforming using OMP exceeds the data rate of beam
steering and approaches the data rate of optimal unconstrained
beamforming. However, this algorithm has high computational
complexity from the pseudo-inverse process and iterative choos-
ing beamforming basis. The columns in At candidate matrix
based on the Angles of Departure (AoD) and they are highly
correlated. Therefore, after choosing a column, its correlation
must be eliminated before the next iteration. Besides, AoD might
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be hard to obtain in the real application. To overcome these
limitations, [11] proposes OBMP technique that use orthogonal
Nt×Nt DFT matrix as candidate matrix for At which is called
ADFT

=
1√
Nt

[
1, e

−j2π(k−1)
Nt , ..., e

−j2π(k−1)(Nt−2)
Nt , e

−j2π(k−1)(Nt−1)
Nt

]T
(9)

With this new orthogonal candidate matrix ADFT , finding
the best NRF

t steering vectors can be realized parallel and the
matrix inversion at each iteration to compute FBB for Fres can
be avoided. The pseudo code of OBMP algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Hybrid beamforming using OBMP for omnidirec-
tional antenna
Requires: Fopt obtained by SVD, candidate matrix ADFT

1: Ψ = A∗DFTFopt

2: V = diag(ΨΨ∗)
3: index = argsort(V)[0 : NRF ]
4: FRF = ADFT [:, index]
5: FBB = Ψ[index, :]
6: FBB =

√
Ns

FBB
‖FRFFBB‖F

7: return FRF , FBB

B. Hybrid beamforming using OMP and OBMP for dual-
polarized antenna

To apply OMP algorithm for dual-polarized antenna, the
optimization problem is similar to the case with omnidirectionnal
antenna - argmin ‖Fopt − FRFFBB‖F . However, the matrix
Fopt, FRF and FBB are now divided into two separable parts:
horizontal polarization and vertical polarization. Therefore, two
array response vectors for each polarization will be found
separately. FRF is built by stacking these two array response
vectors. This technique is summarized by the pseudo code in
Algorithm 3.

Based on the idea of separating the precoding matrix into 2
polarization, the algorithm OBMP for dual-polarized antenna is
summarized in Algorithm 4. All components in the FRF matrix
are found simultaneously and only one pseudo inverse needed.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, 2 simulations are realized to compare the
spectral efficiency of different techniques in 2 scenarios: high
number and small number of path rays. The algorithms cho-
sen are optimal beamforming (digital beamforming), exhaustive
search beam steering, rotation based search beam steering, hybrid
beamforming using, hybrid beamforming using OBMP. A Monte
Carlo method is used in this simulation with 1000 channel

Algorithm 3 Hybrid beamforming using OMP for dual-polarized
antenna system
Requires: Fopt = [FT

h opt FT
v opt]

T obtained by SVD
1: FRF = Empty Matrix
2: Fres = [FT

h res FT
v res]

T = Fopt

3: for i ≤ NRF
t do

4: Ψh = A∗tFh res

5: kh = argmaxl=1,...,NclNray (ΨhΨ∗h)l,l
6: Ψv = A∗tFv res

7: kv = argmaxl=1,...,NclNray (ΨvΨ
∗
v)l,l

8: FRF =
[
FRF | [AT

t kh
AT

t kv
]T
]

9: FBB = (F∗RFFRF )
−1F∗RFFopt

10: Fres =
Fopt−FRFFBB
‖Fopt−FRFFBB‖F

11: FBB =
√
Ns

FBB
‖FRFFBB‖F

12: return FRF , FBB

Algorithm 4 Hybrid beamforming using OBMP for dual-
polarized antenna
Requires: Fopt = [FT

h opt FT
v opt]

T obtained by SVD, candidate
matrix ADFT

1: Ψh = A∗DFTFh opt

2: Vh = diag(ΨhΨ∗h)
3: index h = argsort(Vh)[0 : NRF ]
4: FRF h = ADFT [:, index h]
5: Ψv = A∗DFTFv opt

6: Vv = diag(ΨvΨ
∗
v)

7: index v = argsort(Vv)[0 : NRF ]
8: FRF v = ADFT [:, index v]
9: FRF = [FRF h | FRF v]

10: FBB = (F∗RFFRF )
−1F∗RFFopt

11: FBB =
√
Ns

FBB
‖FRFFBB‖F

12: return FRF , FBB

realizations. 2 cases of channel with 6 clusters, 2 ray per cluster
and 6 cluster, 10 rays per cluster. Cluster angle and rotation of
the mobile in azimuth and elevation (φ,φ̃ and θ,θ̃) follow uniform
distributions U(0, 2π) and U(0, π) respectively. The polarization
isolation is 20dB, corresponding to ε = 0.1 which is a common
minimum value in antenna design [12]. The UPA antenna system
is considered with 8x8 dual-polarized antennas at the transmitter
and 4x4 dual-polarized antennas at the receiver. Number of RF
chains is NRF = 6 and the number of streams is Ns = 1. The
antenna spacing is half of the signal wavelength (d = λ/2).

The results are shown in Fig 5 and Fig 6. We find that
in the channel with small number of path rays (12 rays), all
the represented hybrid beamforming techniques are closed to
each other and have big gaps in comparison with the optimal
beamforming. In the channel with higher number of path rays
(60 rays), OMP technique approaches the optimal beamforming,
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Fig. 5: Spectral efficiency of different techniques in the channel
with Nc = 6, Nray = 2

Fig. 6: Spectral efficiency of different techniques in the channel
with Nc = 6, Nray = 10

following by OBMP and they exceed the data rate of beam
steering technique.

For the computational complexity analysis of these 4 proposed
techniques, rotation based beam steering is the least complex. It
looks for the best combination in the set of Nc×Nray candidates
in the same ray category or Nc × Nray × (Nc × Nray − 1)
candidates in the different ray category. For exhaustive search
beam steering, the number of candidates are from all 3 categories
and equals to Nc × Nray × (2Nc × Nray − 1). Then it is
slightly more than double the computations of rotation based
beam steering. The 2 other algorithms OMP and OBMP have
more computational complexity noting that the matrix conversion
of an N ×N matrix has a complexity of O(N3). If we consider
this step as the most important for the complexity, OBMP can
reduce the computations of OMP technique by NRF times.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two popular hybrid beamforming techniques
for omnidirectional antenna are introduced for dual-polarized
antenna - the beam steering technique and the OMP technique.
Their developed version to reduce the computational complexity
are also proposed. For beam steering technique, we proposed
searching for the best combination of paths in just one category
rather than in all threes, based on the mobile rotation. Based on
OMP, the OBMP technique is introduced to avoid the iteration
process and the pseudo inverse. This technique does not need
the AoDs information which is hard to obtain in reality. Two
simulations are done in two scenario: high number and small
number of path rays in the channel. We conclude that in the
channel with small number of rays, these four proposed methods
are close to each others. In channel with high number of rays,
the two methods based on OMP exceeds the performance of two
methods based on beam steering.
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